Role-Based Training Paths
Tailor your professional development based
on your specific role with Manhattan training
paths and thought leadership programs
Inventory Training Paths
• Inventory Optimization
• Planning & Forecasting

Manhattan professional
development training
and thought leadership
programs empower you
to enhance your expertise
and stay squarely at the
forefront of your field.

If you’re responsible for approving
inventory orders, you belong at the
Manhattan Inventory Optimization
Institute. Whether you are a Buyer,
Rebuyer, Inventory Specialist or
Replenishment Analyst, you’ll find a
prescriptive training path, certification
and networking opportunities tailored
to your needs.

Supply Chain
Training Paths
• Distribution Management (WMOS,
WMi, SCALE)
• Supply Chain Visibility
• Transportation Management
Maintain your expertise and
demonstrate your capability with
Manhattan’s Supply Chain training
paths. We offer Supply Chain
professionals a clear track for learning,
from domain topics to product
use, configuration and continuing
education for advanced topics.

Omni-Channel
Training Paths
• Omni-Channel Central
• Omni-Channel Local
Grow your skills on the commerce
side with our Omni-Channel
training paths. Gain expertise across
commerce channels and deployment
types to stay on the forefront of
what’s emerging in omni-channel.
Differentiate yourself with software
product knowledge, as well as
omni-channel concepts in the supply
chain domain.

System Administrator
Training Paths
• Manhattan Platform
System Administration
Gain the skills you need for calibrating
and tuning your Manhattan
solutions, including strategies for
effective system administration and
troubleshooting. Grow your expertise
in Manhattan system analytics
and best practices for database
management.

Role-Based Training Paths
Role-based training paths not only help your company achieve
optimal business outcomes from your Manhattan software, they can
make a tremendous impact on your professional success in supply
chain commerce.
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Is it really possible to
optimize your inventory
management with ease
and accuracy every time?

Have what it takes to
become the Manhattan
Supply Chain Expert in
your organization?

Is it possible to stop
reacting, get up-tospeed and move ahead
of the curve?
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becoming a Certified Manhattan
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and preparing you to solve even
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management challenges.
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